
Revolutionizing the telecommunications 
industry since 2004

Wholesale SMS Services

Supplying Telecom service providers all over the world with network
infrastructure that is secure and reliable. Our servers are in secure
data centers, and our VoIP software solutions are made in-house. 
This means that our Telecom partners can be sure that they will
always have a high-quality connection that can be adapted to their needs.
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What is SMS services

Who is it for

Why Speedflow



High-quality SMS termination and Bulk SMS services. 1-hop and 0-hop
connections to mobile operators, which offer great capacity, 
quick delivery, and competitive pricing

SMS wholesale services 
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SMPP          SS7 messaging

A2P          OTP messaging

Giving users the ability to send 
and receive SMS messages to and 
from other phones, including 
GSM and CDMA phones. SMPP, 
which is an abbreviation for the 
Short Message Peer-to-Peer 
protocol, is used to keep 
the quality of service high.

 and other metadata.
Operations for GMS Messaging 
Protection (such as testing and 
grey route detection) 

          End-to-end visibility of 
   SMS traffic: track message
failure/blocking GTs, Sender-IDs,

The amount of messages sent from 
applications to individuals (also 
known as A2P communication) is 
growing. SMS confirmations, alerts, 
real-time notifications, and other 
types of messages are 
included in A2P traffic.

 and other metadata.
Operations for GMS Messaging 
Protection (such as testing and 
grey route detection) 

          End-to-end visibility of 
   SMS traffic: track message
failure/blocking GTs, Sender-IDs,



Termination using A2P mobile marketing as an outbound, one-way
communication. The system is able to process marketing and
informational SMS traffic in bulk. Share information rapidly at 
competitive prices.

Bulk SMS 

Direct connections to mobile network operators all over the world,
allowing for high-quality delivery and sender ID control.
We guarantee the most competitive price-to-quality ratio in the
business for our Wholesale SMS routes.

Direct, Wholesale, SIM and HQ 



Advantages  

Timely Payment

Professional Account Managers

Customer satisfaction is a core value. Transparency, dependability 
and flexibility - all contribute to our long-term success.  

Devoted, knowledgeable, multilingual account managers who
operate in several time zones. Count on them for                                                                                        
information regarding the availability of the route, its performance 
in terms of quality and any urgent issues. 

Technical support

Speedflow telecom services include 
(but are not limited to):

Multilingual technical support specialists available around the clock. 
Prepared to quickly fix any problems with your network. They are 
always keeping an eye on the network infrastructure and resolving 
any issues you could have.

A-Z Termination
CLI Routes

Non-CLI Routes
Call Center Routes

TDM Routes
SMS Termination



Stable infrastructure

Contact us today!

Our service is supported by our superior MediaCore SMS Solution, 
which exemplifies reliability, security, and stability.
Award-winning, stand-alone wholesale messaging platform built for 
SMS providers seeking a reliable carrier-to-carrier Bulk SMS solu-
tion. The SMS hubbing platform includes cutting-edge features that 
assure high quality A-Z SMS termination quality and significantly 
increase user control over SMS traffic in their domain. 
  
*2019 Award for Best SMS Aggregation Tool

  

124 City Road, London, United Kingdom, EC1V 2NX
+442033311133

info@speedflow.com
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